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A beach equilibrium model for reef-protected beaches is presented. The profiles analyzed in this work intersect a reef
and, consequently, the entire profile is not sand rich. The model assumes uniform energy dissipation per unit volume
and considers the wave decay due to the wave breaking over the submerged reef. The resulting beach profile form is
similar to the one proposed by LARSON and KRA US (1989 ); however, the profile shape parameter is not the same as
the A value used in the usual DEAN (1977) equilibrium profile, due to the wave decay dependence. A simple relation
ship between the new shape param eter for reef-protected beaches and the A value for non-reef-protected beaches is
determined using the ANDERSENand FREDSOE (198 3) wave decay model. The proposed relationship is validated using
over 50 profiles measured on seven beaches. It is concluded that the shape parameter usually used in equilibrium
profile models can not be represented in all cases by a simple function of the sediment grain size or fall velocity. It
is also concluded that no equilibrium beach profile is possible within a distance of about 10 to 30 h, from the edge of
the reef, where h, is the water depth over the reef.
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where h is the total water depth, A is a dimensional shape pa

rameter and x is the horizontal distance from the shoreline. This

equation was found by fitting beach profiles from California and

the Danish North Sea coast. DEAN (1977) adjusted the same

expression to 504 beach profiles collected by HAYDEN et al.

(1975), along the U.S. East Coast and the Gulf of Mexico. Fur-

One of the most important concepts in the field of near

shore processes is that of the equilibrium profile of beaches.

In a broad sense, the equilibrium beach profile is the result

of the constructive and destructive forces acting in a beach

profile. The hypothesis behind the equilibrium beac h profil e

is that beaches respond to wave forcing by adjusting their

form to an equilibrium or constant shape attributable to a

given type of incident wave or sediment characteristic. Th e

existence of this equilibrium profile has been a matter of

great interest to numerous investigators and various expres

sions have been proposed over the years (KEULEGAN and

KRUMBEIN, 1919; SUNAMURA and HORIKAWA, 1974; HAY

DEN et al., 1975; VELLINGA, 1983 ; BODGE, 1992 ). Th e most

widely-used formulation, very simple and easy to apply, was

proposed by BRUUN (1954 ) and DEAN (1977 ).

BRUUN (1954 ) as sumed a beach profile shape given by:

thermore, DEAN (1977) showed that the assumption of constant

wave energy dissipation per unit volume, due to wave breaking,

is consistent with the previous equation (1).

Althou gh the existence of a shoreface profile of equilibrium is

generally accepted, severa l authors have questioned the validity

of equation (1) for describing all shorefaces profiles te.g, WRIGHT

et al ., 1991; PILKEY et al ., 1993; RIGGS et al., 1995). PrLKEY et

al. (1993) stated that th e most fund amental problems with th e

equation are the assumptions that: (1) only wave orbitals move

sediment , (2) underlying shoreface geology is unimportant, and

(3) differences in profile shape from place to place are only due

to vari ations in grain size, in other words, th at the A parameter

is only a function of the sediment grain size.

In thi s pap er th e importance of th e underlying geology is ad

dressed analyzing the particular case of beaches in which th e

entire profile is not sand rich and areas of hard bottom or mud

are encounte red te.g, coral reefs, perched barriers ). Many char

acteristics and informative details about these kinds of beaches,

which will be denoted as reef-protected beaches, hav e been pre

viously studied: water level fluctuations (KARUNARATHANAand

TANIMOTO, 1995), bore-like surfbeat (NAKAZA and HINO, 1990),

sediment flux (ROBERTS, 1980), wave set-up and cross-reef cur 

rents (SYMONDS et al., 1995). In a special way, wave breaking

and wave attenuation over submerged horizontal shelves have

been considered (HORIKAWA and Ku o, 1966; GERRITSEN, 1980;

SEELIG, 1983; GOURLAY, 1994; NELSON, 1994; Yu et al., 1995;

HARDY and YOUNG, 1996).

(1)h = AX2/3
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In the analysis presented, assumption (1) is accepted and

the influence of the reef on assumption (3) is analyzed. In the

paper several reef-protected beaches along th e Spanish coast

are studied and their profiles are examined.

MODIFIED EQUILIBRIUM BEACH PROFILE

Assuming wave energy dissipation per unit water volume to

be the dominant destructive force, DEAN (1977) proposed that

a sediment of specific size is stable in the presence of a partic

ular level of wave energy per unit water volume, D*, leading to

the following equation for equilibrium beach profiles:
w

h,

Ho,T MSL

------x ~ V

In deeper water , the second term in eq. (3) dominates with

the following simplification:

(9)

(8)

(7)H = 0.5 + 0.3 e x p ( - o . l1 ~ )
h, r

Figu re 1. Sketch of protected and non-protect ed pr ofiles.

where H is wave height, W is the tot al length of the profile

and the subscript ( )rp indicates the reef-protected beach (see

Figure 1).

Since Hrp at h, is less than H at the same depth, the total

Assuming linear wave theory and that eq. (5) is valid along

th e entire profile, it yields:

where h, is the water depth over the reef, H is the wave

height and I is inshore distance from the edge of the shelf

(see Figure 1).

From eq. (7) it can be concluded that the wave height that

reache s the sandy beach toe, which is located at the depth h.,

is less than the wave height that would reach that particular

depth in a beach without the hard shelf. Consequently, the

tot al amount of energy that has to be dis sipated by th e sandy

profile is minor.

The beach profile form of a reef-protected beach can be de

termined by means of LARSON and KRAu s's (1989) derivation

of the equilibrium profile, taking into account the available

wave energy at the toe of the beach and assuming the dissi

pation model of DALLY et at. (1985). The resulting beach pro

file form will be given by an expression similar to eq. (3).

However, for the same grain size, the profile shape parameter

for a reef-protected beach will not be the same as the A value

used in the usual Dean equilibrium profile in eq. (1) or eq.

(5) due to th e shelf wave-decay dependence.

A simple relationship between the shape parameter for

reef-protected beaches, hereafter denoted as A.p , and non

reef-protected beaches can be obtained considering that th e

energy flux, EC g , at h, must be dis sipated along the beach

profile in both cases.

Standard or
non-reef protected profile

(6)

(5)

(4)

(3)

(2)

h = mx.

h = AX 2 /3 •

For practical applications, KRIEBELet at. (1991), suggested

that the limit between eqs. (4) and (5) may be given by:

4A 3
h=-.

9m 2

x = ~ + (~r 2

where m is the beach face slope. In shallow water, the first

term in eq. (3) dominates, simplifying to:

Consequently, for sandy beaches, eq. (5) dominates for h >
0.3-D.5 m. Spilling-wave breaking assumption with a constant

wave height to water depth ratio, -y, is not adequate for waves

breaking on a shelf. HORIKAWAand Kuo (1966), computed the

oretical curves that have a consistent agreement with experi

mental data in the case of wave transformation on a horizontal

bottom. The ratio between the local wave height and the mean

water depth decreases from 0.8, at the initial wave breaking

point, to become almost constant, about 0.5, in the inner zone.

Several wave-decay expressions have been proposed (e.g.

DALLY et al., 1985; ANDERSEN and FREDSOE, 1983). FRED

SOE and DEIGAARD (1992), for example, gave th e following

exponential decay:

.!.~ (EC ) = D*
h ax g

in which, E is the local wave energy density, and Cg is the

local wave group velocity . Assuming shallow water linear

wave theory and constant breaker-to-depth ratio, equation (2)

can be integrated to yield equation (1).

A more general derivation of the equilibrium profile form

with a sloping beach-face has been given by LARSON and

KRAu s (1989). In this work, the profile shape is again as 

sumed to result from uniform wave energy dissipation; how

ever , unlike DEAN'S (1977) derivation, wave breaking is not

restricted to spilling breakers with a constant bre aker-to

depth ratio. Instead, wave energy dissipation per unit volume

is assum ed to be given by the dissipation model of DALLYet

at. (1985). This dissipation model is solved for a beach in equi

librium, to find the bre aker height at any depth. The result

ing form of the equilibrium beach profile is:

J ournal of Coastal Research, Vol. 15, No.4, 1999
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where A.p is th e sh ap e param eter for th e reef-protected beach

and A is the non-reef-protected beach shape param et er.

length of th e profile for th e reef-protected beach will also be

less than th e non-reef-protected beach and, consequently , th e

beach profile slope will be stee per .

Equation (9) can also be written in te rms of th e breaker

to-depth ratio as :

(13)
K

D = - (F - F)
h2 s

DISCUSSION

t ion (11) provides a good re presenta tion of th e beach sha pe

param eter A.p ' The asymptoti c best fit for a wide shelf (\I

h> 60) is Ar p = 1.48A which corres ponds to a value of Wr p =
0.56 W. Regrettably, no data for dimensionless she lf widt h

less tha n 35 met er s are available. A possible explanation for

th is lack of data will be discussed later .

The theoretical model of equilibrium beach profiles pre

sented by DEAN (1977) is based on the hypoth esis of un iform

dissipati on of wave energy per un it volume in the surf zone

and the as sumptions of sha llow water linear wave theory and

constant break er- to-depth ratio.

The latest assumption is used in equa tion (2) to relate wa

ter depth, h , wit h wave height, H. However , this relat ionship

is not adequate in man y cases. LARSON and KRAus (1989)

modified this assumption so th at wave break ing is not re 

stricted to spilling breakers with consta nt breaker-t o-depth

ratio. Th e relationshi p betw een water depth an d wave height

is det ermined in LARSON and KRAus's (1989) approach by

mean s of DALLY'S et al. (1985 ) dissipation model:(11)

(10)

A ( )4/3~= 'J...
A r

W r p = w(~ r
where r is the break er-t o-depth ratio for a reef-protected

beach (e.g. equation (7)) and "y is th e break er- to-depth ra tio

in a non-reef-protected beach. For a wide she lf (I - 00), typical

values of r ra nge between 0.55 to 0.35 (NELSON, 1994). Val

ues of "y depend on beach slope and wave steepness, and have

a wider ran ge of va riability . KAMINSKY and KRAus (1993)

compiled a large da tabase of wave breaking param et er s and

showed th at for typical field beach slopes (1/30 to 1/80) most

of v values are encountered in the ran ge 0.65 to 1.1 with an

average value of 0.79.

Introducing equation (5) in equa tion (10), a relationsh ip be

tween th e shape paramet ers can be found as :

(12)

where K is related to the length sca le over which the wave

ene rgy flux is redu ced from its value during breaking, F, to

a sta ble value F
H

•

From equation (13) it can be concluded tha t if th e ene rgy

flux, F, is modified during break ing due to external processes,

the breaker-to-depth ratio will change as will the form of the

profile. This conclus ion has been formul ated prev ious ly by

GONZALEZ et al. (1997) when ana lyzing beach profiles in

which wave propagation phenomena during break ing are im

portant (e.g. diffraction behind breakwater s, refract ion due to

shoa ls, etc ). In reef-protected beaches the energy flux dissi

pation over the reef redu ces th e total energy flux tha t has to

be dissipated by the beach res ulting in a stee per profile. From

the engi nee ring point of view th e profile form is, however ,

adequately re presented by an expression simila r to equations

(1) or (5) with a different sha pe param eter.

An important conclusion is th at th e sha pe parameter can

not be re presented, in all cases, by a simple function of th e

sediment grain size or fall velocity as proposed by MOORE

(1982) or DEAN (1987) . Th e und erlying geology an d the wave

propagation cha racteristics along the profile play an impor

tant role in the profile sha pe. It is re ma rka ble that th e hy

pothesis of uni form dissi pation of wave ene rgy, which leads

to a 2/3-power profile, is still consistent with the profile fit

t ing res ults for reef-protected beaches .

The applica tion of equation (7) is res tricted to waves that

break on a shelf. GOURLAY (1994) st udied th e wave tra nsfor

mation of waves approaching a frin ging ree f with a stee p face

and outer reef-top slope gently decreasing in the landward

direction. A nonlinear param eter , F,.o,

FIELD DATA

Using the set of field data compiled by GOMEz-PINA (1995),

beach profile data from reef-protected beaches along the Span

ish coast have been collected to verify the proposed model. Over

50 profiles from seven beaches have been ana lyzed (see Figure

2 for their locat ions). The main cha racteristics of these beach

profile data are shown in Table 1. It is noted that the values of

A.o listed in Table I have been determined by best fitti ng and

the values of A by means of MOORE'S (1982) relationship.

Figure 3 graphically compares the "actual", t he "best-fit"

and "MOORE'S" (1982) beach profiles for each of the beaches

analyzed. It is clearly shown in Figure 3 that th e beach slope

predicted by MOORE'S (1982) relationsh ip is much milder

tha n th e actua l slope. It can also be observed that, for engi

neering purposes, a simple math ematical expression like

equation (1) can properly describ e th e act ual profile if an ad

equa te sha pe parameter is provided .

In order to compare th e qual ity of the fit for each profile,

a param eter E is det erm ined by:

2: (hi - hpY
E = 2: , 100%

h2
1

where h is the actua l depth and h, is the depth pre dicted by

either MOORE'S (1982 ) profile and the present model. The

subscript ( )i refers to each of th e points used to describe th e

profile. Values of E are shown in TABLE 1. The value of E =

ocorres ponds to a perfect fit, and increasing va lues of E refer s

to increasingly poorer fit.

The predicted values of A.p using equation (11) and the

best-fitt ed values list ed in Tabl e I are compared in Figure 4.

The predicted values are computed us ing FREDSOE and DEI

GAARD'S (1992) model for r . It is seen in Figure 4 that equa -

F _ g125H05T2.5
cO _ __ 0

h ~ · 7 5
(14)
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Figure 2. Location of beaches in which the proposed model ha s been validat ed .
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based upon one proposed by S WART and L OU BSER (1979), was

suggested as a suitable par ameter for classifying wave trans

formation regimes on the reef.

In partic ular, when Feo > 150, waves plunge on the reef

edge and the amount of wave energy reaching th e shore is

small. However, for 150 > Feo > 100 the waves increase in

height as they cross the reef edge and then break by spilling

on the reef-top. The wave height on the reef-top can be as

much as 1.2 times th e incoming wave height and the wave

energy reac hing the shore is maximum .

Journal of Coasta l Research, Vol. 15, No.4, 1999
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The location of the breaking point for this kin d of waves

was found to be of the order of one reef-top wavele ngth:

(15)

which yields an approxima te value of l, = 10 h., The surf
Tab le 1. Main characteristics of the beach profile data . zone width, Is, for these kinds of waves was found to be within

Beach D50 (mm ) l tm) h, (m) A (mLII) A,.(mLII) • (Ax 2l3) • (A",x 2l3)
th e range of two/three wave length s,

Ondarreta 0.33 200 4.50 0.12 0.18 15.4 1.7 Is = 2 -;- 3TV"gh..

Sta. Ma ria 0.42 500 8.50 0.14 0.21 18.8 2.9
From Gourlay's res ults it can be conclu ded that, at least ,Torregorda 0.25 330 3.50 0.11 0.16 49.4 5.4

Victoria 0.32 470 4.00 0.13 0.20 13.5 0.9 at a distan ce of] = lOhr , the wave height can be greater than
Arroyo Hondo 0.25 750 5.30 0.10 0.15 9.3 1.4 the incoming wave and the wave energy flux can exceed the
Regia 0.25 380 3.50 0.11 0.16 12.6 0.6 stable value of wave energy flux given by the constant break-
Fuentebraoia 0.27 740 5.50 0.10 0.15 37.2 2.6

er-to-depth ratio 'Y = 0.8 for that particular depth, h., Fur-

Journal of Coastal Research, Vol. 15, No.4, 1999
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important role in the profile shape. Consequently, the A pa

ram eter usu ally used to fit real profiles with a 2/3-power

shape must tak e these facto rs into account.

A sim ple expression has been proposed for the sha pe pa

rameter A,p for reef-protected beaches based on ANDERSEN

and FREDSOE'S (1983) wave decay model. The proposed ex

pression has been vali dated using over 50 profiles measured

on seve n beaches.

Using GOURLAY'S (1994) study of the wave transformation

of waves approaching a fringing reef and KRIEBEL'S (1982)

offshore tra nsport model for profiles out of equilibrium , it is

concluded that no equilibrium beach profile is possible within

a distance less than 10 to 30 h, from the edge of th e reef.
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SUMMARY

Figure 4. Comparison between best-fitted values of A,p values and pre
dicted values of A,.p using Equation 11.

If th e actual wave energy flux, D, is greate r than the equilib

rium one, sa nd will be carried from onshore to offshore. Since

th at is not possible due to the hard shelf, it is concluded that

no equilibrium beach profile is possible within a distance less

tha n 10 to 30 h, from the edge of th e ree f.

the rmore, th e breaking process will ta ke a distan ce (one or

two wave lengths ) to reduce this wave energy flux to a stable

value.

KRIEBEL (1982), KRIEBEL and DEAN (1985) and ZHENG

and DEAN (1997) have consi dered profiles out of equilibrium

by hypoth esizing that the offsh ore tran sport is proportional

to the differ ence between the actual and the equilibrium

wave ene rgy dissipati on per unit volume, i.e.:
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